Note for DCI

SUBJECT: Background Briefings for the President-elect (U)

1. In your initial session with Allen, et al, regarding intelligence information for the President-elect, you arrived at a breakdown of that type of information which would be provided (1) by briefing, and (2) by supplementary annex to the PDB.

2. Inasmuch as the items designated for briefing have been completed, the following is a status of those items to be treated as supplements to the PDB:

   a. Background papers which have been presented:
      • Kampuchea
      • Lebanon
      • Philippines
      • Pakistan
      • Somalia
      • Morocco

   b. Papers which have been prepared and which will be taken by Dick Kerr to California next week:
      • Zimbabwe
      • Yemen
      • Turkey
      • Namibia (added to the original list by DCI)

   c. Those others, not on the original list discussed, which are being prepared for possible use prior Christmas:
      • Egypt (based on the "Perspective" piece in the OER Weekly)
      • Brazil

3. Only one subject on the original list has not been delivered and in fact does not seem to be under preparation: this is the World Energy Situation. The fuzzy status of this appears to derive from a comment you had made on the list indicating that this should be treated last and that this is one subject that you preferred to cover in an oral briefing. Should we:
Drop? _____

Have developed as a potential oral briefing? _____

Have prepared as a background paper to be read by the President-elect with the PDB? _____

[Box with check mark]